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Autumn Garden is a colouring book by author and artist De-ann Black. The book contains 30 of
her original illustrations, patterns and designs, hand drawn in pen and ink. The flower theme of
this colouring book is based on several of her books including The Beemaster’s Cottage. The
pictures are printed on one side of each page. Further details about De-ann’s art, illustrations,
fabric designs and books are available from her website. Other colouring books by De-ann:
Flower Hunter, Sea Dream, Flower Bee and Bee Garden colouring book.

About the AuthorLeigh Rudd, fashion forecaster and author, was the CEO and founder of the
fashion forecasting publishing Company IM International from 1968 - 1988 with offices
throughout the world. She now describes herself as an "imaginative creator" driven to
developing new paths of innovation for herself and others. She says, "I am truly happiest when I
am pioneering a fresh idea. And right now I am introducing my time-traveling character Jordan
Parker who is a feisty Fashion Forecaster and an alter ego of myself - but in today's world. I
guess you could say I have the spirit of the entrepreneur." She goes on to say, "And the idea of
sharing the wild London lifestyle is a thrill for me. My career started early. Fashion began for me
when I was a ten-year-old child designing wardrobes for paper dolls. In my spare time I would
conjure up trailblazing creations: hair decor out of sequins and braided ribbons; patchwork skirts
from thrift shop outfits cut up and sewn back together; little cocktail hats made of old felt, plumes
and glitz; also belts and bags made with feathers and brooches; and wool jackets I'd decorate
with huge old-fashioned buttons and outrageous trims. Family and friends made fun until they
noticed these creations would be featured a year later in some fashion magazine. Well, you get
the idea. It was the quirky beginning of a life-long fashion journey, an international company and
an industry." Her web site is www.leighruddfashion.com"
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This book contains 30 designs which pertain to autumn gardens. There are all sorts of
elements that are just right for the season: pumpkins, flowers, oak leafs, owls, pomegranates,
acorns, pine cones and more. I like that some of the designs are in a circular fashion and some
are rectangular, and then also some are free-form in style.The designs in this book are printed
on one side of the white page with the back side left blank. I'm not sure if it is intentional, is
something unusual in my book, or is a very slight flaw in printing for all books, but there are
anywhere from one to three thin horizontal lines on most pages. These lines are not part of the
designs and do not impact my coloring of them but it is there and I needed to make note of
them.The pages are not perforated but there is plenty of room to remove a page with a pen knife
if you choose to do so. All of my markers and my gel pens seeped through the pages. I would
place a heavy duty paper or two under the page I am working on to keep it from being an issue.I
was really happy to find this book when I went looking for autumn related designs. I was
surprised at how few there are available. It is such a lovely time of year, I would expect to see
more.  This is a great choice if you are looking for a fun fall experience in your coloring.”

Stacey H., “A Great Autumn Themed Coloring Book. I got the Autumn Garden Colouring Book
so that I would have something fall-themed to color this fall. The designs are detailed and all
include things like acorns, pumpkins, owls, leaves, birds, gourds, etc. The designs are a bit
repetitive because most of them are the same types of things in a mandala style but there are
several pictures to color that are a normal fall scene - like a big pumpkin with sunflowers
arranged in it. These designs aren't too intricate but are still more of an adult type of coloring
style because the spaces to color are small. Older kids can probably color in this book just



fine.The pages are glue-bound and none of the designs extend into the binding, thankfully. The
designs are printed on just one side of the page, so you will be able to color with whatever you
want - pens, markers, etc. - without worrying about the ink bleeding through to another design on
the back of the page.Overall this is a great coloring book with an autumn theme and is one I'm
glad to have.”

Sherry, “Fun pictures and. a really good price. What more could you want? Happy holidays to
you and your and have fun coloring!!!”

Ionia Froment, “Very pretty!. This book is pretty. There is not a huge variation in the designs, but
they are pleasant to colour and the layout is good, with single sided pages. I won't make any
comments about the paper quality as the author has no control over that with her chosen
method of publishing, but the single sided pages were a nice touch.This is the type of book that
would make a nice gift for someone who likes to color and wants a themed book. The Autumn
theme really does stand out in this book and the illustrations are very eye-catching. I would buy
other color books from this artist, as I think having a collection of these books would be
wonderful for Winter months when the flowers are not in bloom.”

Zen Elder, “Very nice Autumn Garden. De-Ann black's Autumn Garden adult coloring book is
quite nice, with more realistic, less artificial/stylized drawings. It's a bit repetitious, and she only
uses robins, but I got out one of my bird books and drew in the lines for some local birds (LBJs
for birders). I also ordered Festive Christmas, which looks like it's more oriented to the season,
rather than presents, etc. (Due to arrive soon.) I just got interested in adult coloring and was
surprised to find myself enjoying using the intuitive part of my brain, especially redrawing the
birds.”

Terrie Moore, “Good book. Beautiful pictures. Good book. Beautiful pictures. Only thing I don't
like is the paper it is thin and appears to be just regular paper so not great if you use markers.”

niki, “Lots of pictures of leaves, bees, birds and butterflies. There are so many colouring in books
on the market now that the choice is sometimes overwhelming. I have been colouring in (as an
adult) for years already and used to buy childrens colouring in books before I learnt to use
rubber stamps for colouring in. This new wave or fashion of these books is great for someone
like me.This book is very nice but two things to point out, the pages are not perforated and you
cannot use pens that are alcohol based as the colour will seep through to the page. The pack of
each of the 30 pictures is blank. The colouring in pages are mostly of flowers, leaves, birds and
butterflies. There are lots of images that are circular. This book works best using coloured
pencils.I do like this book and the price of under £3 is very fair for this.I have added photographs
for your convenience.”



Grimbles64, “Lovely Colouring Books!. Bought this as a stocking filler for xmas for my Mum who
is mad on colouring ... she has trouble finding decent colouring books lately that contain smaller
details - they all seem to come with big open areas that take up far too much ink! Being disabled
she cannot browse for herself, so I did some searching myself for her...I bought this book plus 3
others of a similar design, all of which had lovely intricate detail inside... Needless to say my
Mum was delighted and has already started using them!Great deal for 3 of the books that I
bought all together, lovely designs and all have proved a huge success!”

Mrs Maclean, “A beautiful calming adult Autumn colouring book.. I bought all 4 of these adult
colouring books to help me take time off for my well-being. They really are good to reach for if
you need a calming moment.”

Gaynor, “Excellent Colouring Book. Really classy looking adult colouring book. Quite intricate
pictures. Love books by this author! Quick delivery. Would use this company again.”

Stephanie Taylor, “Great book. The media could not be loaded.
                
            
                
            
        
    
    

  
  
I spotted this on amazon when looking for a different book and got it and I loved it. Will
definitely be getting more from this artist.”

The book by De-ann Black has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 393 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Paperback: 62 pages
Item Weight: 8.4 ounces
Dimensions: 8.5 x 0.14 x 11 inches
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